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Resilience 

Charisma

Vitality

Bold leadership in 
service of a differentiated 
brand identity to attract 
and inspire citizens and 
businesses

Reimagined, sustainable 
infrastructure to better 
anticipate and respond to 
resource challenges of all 
kinds

Smarter systems and 
service delivery to help 
individuals reach their 
full economic, social and 
health potential

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cities are competing with budget pressures, scarce resources—and each otherHow can cities distinguish themselves?Despite their enormous diversity, cities everywhere are identical in one respect: they are systems of systems. Complex and deeply interdependent, these systems produce equally complex and interdependent challenges that demand brave and innovative thinking.The most successful leaders recognize that interdependence is an asset. Cities that can improve traffic flow, for example, will simultaneously improve emergency response. Cities that can reduce healthcare costs will attract innovative new employers who can drive sustainable economic growth.The smartest leaders know that to make these ambitions a reality they must identify and implement targeted, short-term projects that build credibility and generate momentum for sustained, transformative change.These leaders also know that they don’t have to go it alone. They are engaging with empowered citizens to gather fresh ideas and invaluable feedback from the people who know the city best. And they are collaborating with new internal and external partners to capitalize on insights that can cut through bureaucratic and political roadblocks.Every city has its own personality and must compete with other cities by identifying and promoting its differentiating strengths. The smartest cities are focused on cultivating three core attributes:“Charisma”: Bold leadership in service of a differentiated brand identify to attract and inspire citizens and businesses“Resiliency”: Optimized, sustainable infrastructure to better anticipate and respond to resource challenges of all kinds“Vitality”: Smarter systems and service delivery to help individuals reach their full economic, social and health potential
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The need to collaborate is more important than ever…

Globalization

Demographics

Environment

Societal expectations

Threats to stability

Impact of technology

Smart City
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The Journey of making a city “Smarter”

INTELLIGENT

INTERCONNECTEDINSTRUMENTED

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please visit: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3yVe1DL2qjsWith rapid urbanization and globalization, the needs of the citizens have evolved alongside those of investors.  Speaking Points:Citizens have always pushed leaders for increasing levels of services.  Strong Leaders have responded over time, initially providing basic services such as walls and roads for security to systems for water and energy for convenience to increased jobs and education to create opportunities.Citizens continue to raise the bar now seeing cities as the center of their quality of life and prosperity looking for support for their lifestyle and culture such as walkable and sustainable citiesWith the growth in cities overall, and the increasing value that cities have for their citizens, we can all expect that the 21st century will in fact be a century of cities.Now, as we can all see, investors are also looking at cities to move beyond basic city services. Look at the criteria of NEXT WAVE CITIES:	1) Security and Political Stability	2) Infrastructure- does the city have an international airport? Is the infrastructure ready to support a global business?	3) Talent supply- Does it have the right talent for now and for tomorrow?	4) Quality of lifeNEXT WAVE CITIESIn the first wave of growth of the Philippine IT-BPO industry, from the late 1990s to 2010, three major hubs emerged: Metro Manila, Metro Cebu, and Metro Clark. For 2010–2011, the top-ten NWCs are, by rank: Davao CitySanta Rosa CityBacolod CityIloilo CityMetro Cavite (Bacoor, Dasmariñas City, Imus), Lipa City Cagayan de Oro CityMalolos CityBaguio CityDumaguete City The need for urban transformation has never been as critical as it is today. City leaders around the globe are seeking new ways to sustain high service levels to their residents and businesses, even as outdated infrastructure strains with use and tax revenues shrink. To continue providing their constituents opportunities for prosperity and growth, these same leaders must find innovative ways to connect and improve their core urban systems, from transportation to water to public safety to healthcare and city operations. 
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VIBRANT CITIES ARE REALIZING THEIR FULL POTENTIAL BY INTEGRATING ACROSS FUNCTIONS, 
CAPITALIZING ON NEW INSIGHTS, CREATING SYSTEM-WIDE EFFICIENCIES AND 
COLLABORATING IN NEW WAYS

Public Safety

Education

Healthcare Transportation

Energy and 
Water

Social Services

City
Administration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To make the most meaningful gains, cities will rely on three essential capabilities.Capitalizing on new insightsBy distilling insights from the massive quantities and sources of data generated by day-to-day operations, cities can approach long-standing challenges in new ways.Creating system-wide efficienciesBy optimizing and integrating operations, cities can leverage interdependencies among systems to do more with less.Collaborating in new waysBy coordinating across agencies and collaborating with citizens and new partners, cities can transform traditional work structures to promote innovation.
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CloudInternet of Things

Device Democracy Innovation Democracy

3 Trends shaping Innovation in Cities

Social Media
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The OpportunityThe Toulouse, France city government puts digital at the heart of itsrelationship with citizens and aims to improve the quality of digitalservices. However, despite its efforts, the city cannot realistically capture,manage and analyze all questions and comments posted online and onsocial networks. The city wanted to find new ways to capture the concernsof its citizens.What Makes It SmarterThe city government uses a social data analytics solution to analyzecitizens’ needs posted on public social media, taking into account factorsincluding context, content and sentiment. The insights help the cityidentify and prioritize citizens’ most prevalent and pressing issues as wellas understand how messages may be resonating. This has helped the cityclear up misunderstandings about a major revitalization of the city center,allaying anxieties about traffic and construction and gaining support forthe project.Real Business ResultsWith full visibility of residents’ concerns and expectations, theToulouse city government can strengthen its public relations, urbanplanning and policy development. In the first year of implementation,the solution collected and analyzed more than 1.6 million commentsto identify 100,000 unique comments pertaining to Toulouse, enablingthe city to identify issues with precision. As a result, the city can nowrespond to pressing issues in a timely manner. For instance, it hasaccelerated its average response time to road-maintenance issues by93 percent, from 15 days to 1 day. By facilitating a fuller understandingof municipal issues, the city’s communications department was able toidentify residents’ misconceptions of the city center’s revitalization projectand develop strategies that better addressed residents’ concerns and gainedtheir continuous support for the project.
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Event 1

Event 2

Event 3

“Citizen as a sensor”

Event Rules Semantic Models Workflows
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Insights from Internet of Things (Machines, Mobile, Social) 

can enhance city planning, operations and citizen services
Citizen as a Sensor – Istanbul
Anonymous big-data analysis of citizen movements 
over the course of a day (150m events per week) 

Created city planning maps 7 times more detailed 

Synchronized bus routes with city’s new subway lines

Precisely determined where traffic congestion begins 
- before commuters even reach the main arterial 
routes
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For better management of waste, the corporation has 
installed GPS in waste-collection trucks. 
That said, the rationale behind installing GPS trackers is 
mainly due to traffic congestion. 

Now, with GPS installed, municipal administrators have 
reworked their route maps and come up with specific 
designed routes for each truck. The GPS tracker will monitor 
elements such as the performance of vehicles, distance 
covered in a day and trips made daily. 
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3rd Party 
Apps 

Developer
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